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Abstract

Valve and pipe systems are used in many areas. Often there is redun-
dancy in the system. If one valve breaks it may be possible to lead the
gas (or fluid) another way. To do this automatically we have to be able
to detect and isolate faults.

In this report, we show a way to use discrete event dynamical system
models for analyzing where to put sensors in a valve and pipe system.
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1 Introduction

Discrete event dynamic systems are used in a variety of applications, see for ex-
ample (Cassandras et al., 1995) for an overview. Discrete event dynamic system
models can be used to analyze if we can detect and isolate faults, for specific
setups. We have been developing a DES tool useful in such situations, see
(Gunnarsson, 1997).

In this report we look at an example with a valve and pipe system. By
controlling valves we can steer the flow along different paths, from a pressure
source to an outlet (drain). If one valve gets stuck there is a possibility to steer
the flow via a different path. We want to evaluate different sensor placements,
with respect to fault detection and fault isolation.

Questions that we can ask ourselves during the design process are: Can a
specific set of pressure and flow sensors be used to detect faults in all valves? If
we have detected a fault, can we isolate it, that is, is it possible to point out the
faulty valve? If we place sensors at certain points, which faults can be isolated
from each other and which can not? In the examples in this report we use our
tool to answer these questions.

The report is organized as follows. A background is given in Section 2. In
Section 3 we describe how to model the valve and pipe system. In Section 4 we
discuss how to analyze if a fault is detectable and in Section 5 we analyze if two
faults can be isolated from each other. Then we give the conclusions in Section
6.
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2 Background

We use relations to model discrete event dynamic systems (DEDS). We will
assume that the reader is familiar with the relational framework described in
(Gunnarsson, 1996; Gunnarsson, 1997; Larsson, 1999). Therefore we will only
give a very brief recapitulation in Section 2.1 and some about how the relations
are implemented in computers in Section 2.2. Then there is a short explanation
of the origin of the physical system used in this report in Section 2.3.

2.1 Relations

A relation only includes the purely discrete behavior of the system. The relation
has variables, which are used to model control signals, measurements, states etc.
We collect all variables into a vector. Let U be the set of all such vectors, where
the variables have values that are valid in the model. U is called a relation set.
The relation R(x1, ..., xn), with variables x1, ..., xn with the relation set U is
then defined by

R(s1, ..., sn) =
{
true [s1,...,sn]∈U
false [s1,...,sn]/∈U

In this report a relation can include states, x, control signals, u, measure-
ments, y and next states, x+ and is then denoted M(x, u, y, x+) and called a
relational model.

There are many visualizations of DEDS models, see for example (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979).
In this report we use tables to visualize the DEDS models. When dealing with
relations we can think of the relation as a table to make it less abstract. We can
also think of the table when doing logical operations on relations. For exam-
ple, let us say we have a model with states, control signals and measurements.
We denote that model M(x, u, y). We divide the state values into fault values
and normal values. Then we make relation of the states having normal values,
that we call N(x). If we use the boolean operation ∧ on these models, that is
M(x, u, y) ∧N(x), and think of the relations as tables, we get the the rows of
M where x has normal values.

Example 1
To show how a relation works we show a flip flop example:

x=0 x=1

The state transition function for this DEDS in the above figure is

x+ = f(x) = ¬x

and the relational model becomes

M(x, x+) = (x+ == ¬x)
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We can visualize the relation, M(x, x+) with a table,
M(x, x+) =

x x+

0 1
1 0

2

For more information about representing DEDS with relations see (Larsson, 1999).

2.2 Representation of Relations in Computers

Relations can be represented by different frameworks in computers, such as
Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD), see (Bryant, 1986). We use a similar rep-
resentation called Integer Decision Diagrams (IDD), see (Gunnarsson, 1997).
The difference is that the variables can have integer values in an IDD instead
of binary values as in a BDD.

Gunnarsson (Gunnarsson, 1997), has implemented an IDD package in C-
code. This is linked into Mathematica, which is used as user interface to the IDD
package. By this we can use Mathematica’s typesetting and program structure
to make readable code. The complexity of an IDD grows exponentially with the
number of variables in worst case, but in reality we are often far from the worst
case scenario.

2.3 The Physical System

This report is inspired by a model based fault detection project at NASA.
They have been implementing a kernel, called Livingstone, for, as the title
in (Williams and Nayak, 1996), “A Model-based Approach to Reactive Self-
Configuring Systems”. The examples in this report are simplified versions of
the engine of the spacecraft described in (Williams and Nayak, 1996), see also
(NASA, 1999a). The models used are very similar, but the representations are
not the same as in this report. More information about this spacecraft can be
found in NASA’s “New Millennium Program” on the web (NASA, 1999b).
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3 Modeling

The physical system that we are interested in is a part of a spacecraft engine.
The purpose, of this part of the engine, is to control the flow from propellant
tanks to thrusters through several different paths. The flow is driven by the
pressure in the propellant tanks and controlled by valves, that lead the flow
through the pipes.

We use local modeling with reusable components. In the sequel, the model
of the tanks are called sources and the model of the thrusters are called drains.
We model the pressure and flow to be true or false and valves to be open or
closed.

Below we describe how to connect different components. We use an addi-
tional variable, flow possible, to declare that we have an open path to the drain
see Section 3.1. We also restrict ourselves to look at faults in the valves. We use
component based modeling to model valve, junction between pipes, source and
drain in Section 3.2, see also (Larsson, 1999). Then we look at two examples to
show how the modeling works in Section 3.3 and 3.4.

3.1 Connecting Components

We assume that it is possible to have flow only in one direction in the physical
system. This is because it is difficult to model two-way flow and under certain
conditions on the system there is no two-way flow possible. For simplicity we
let the flow be from left to right in our components. Sometimes we use “in”
instead of left and “out” instead of right.

Each connecting point of a component has the three variables flow possible,
flow and pressure (fp, f , p). The task is to find an open path from a source to
a drain. To be able to find such a path, we use the flow possible variable (fp),
see below.

At each connecting point, in the topology of the system, the three variables
of the first component is set equal to the three variables of the second component

fout,1 == fin,2; fpout,1 == fpin,2; pout,1 == pin,2

This is further explained in the example in Section 3.3.
All components have one or more flow possible variables. If the flow possible

variable, fp is true, for a connection point of a component, then we have an
open path to a drain from the connection point. The only component where
fp is true, before connecting any components, is the drain. When we connect
the drain to other components, their fp becomes true. This propagates all the
way to the source and this means that we have an open path from source to
drain, that is, we have a flow and the flow variable f is set to true. This is
then propagated along the way to the drain and sets all flow variables to true.
The pressure variable has also to be set. For example, when connecting two
valves, we let the outgoing pressure of the first valve be the same as the ingoing
pressure of the second valve.

3.2 Component Models

In this section we describe how we model the physical components; valve, junc-
tion apart, junction together, source and drain.
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3.2.1 Valve

The purpose of the valves are to control the flow through different paths in
the system and possibly to stop the flow. A schematic picture can be seen in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: Topological depiction of a valve.

The model of the valve has four different states. It can be open, closed,
stuck open or stuck closed. The states stuck open and stuck closed are fault
states. We denote these four states as, xv ∈ {Op,Cl, SO, SC}. SO and SC
stands for stuck open and stuck closed respectively. We have also one control
signal, denoted u. It can take the values Op (open) or Cl (close).1

The state changes, input variables and output variables are sampled with
some time interval. The model of the valve then also has a notion of the state
in the next time sample, x+

v . If the valve is closed, xv = Cl and u = Op we get
that x+

v = Op if no fault has occured. If we have a fault, say xv = SO then
x+
v = SO regardless of u.

The model of the valve also has flow, f , pressure, p, and flow possible, fp,
all with index in or out, depending on which topological side they represent.
All these variables are true or false, or 1 or 0 if you like. fp is true when
there is a open path to a drain, see Section 3.1. The valve component model
hence comprises eight variables, but many disappears when connecting to other
components. The definition can be seen in Figure 2.

3.2.2 Junction Apart and Together

Junction apart is when one pipe is branching to two pipes, and junction together
is when two branches are connected to one pipe, see Figure 3.

The model of junction apart and together have the connection variables flow,
pressure and flow possible (f , p, fp). The pressure is the same in the whole
junction. We therefore represent it with p independently of the topological
position. f and fp, on the other hand, are used with prefix in, for inflow and
out, for outflow. On the side of the junction where there are two pipes, we use
also the suffix up and down respectively. This makes a total of seven boolean
variables.

If we have an inflow and an open path to a drain from the upper pipe, we
get an outflow from the upper pipe and the same is obviously true for the lower
pipe. If we have an open path to a drain from either the upper pipe or the lower
pipe, we have an open path to a drain from the pipe going in. The relations
then become for junction apart

fupout == fin ∧ fpupout; fdownout == fin ∧ fpdownout

fpin == fpupout ∨ fpdownout ; ¬fpin → ¬fin

For junction together, the same naming conventions are used as for junction
apart.

1In our computer implementation Cl = 0, Op = 1, SO = 2 and SC = 3.
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u = Op

u = Op

u = Cl

u = Cl

Open, xv = Op

fout == fin
fpin == fpout
pout == pin
¬fpout → ¬fout

Closed, xv = Cl

fout == 0
fin == 0
fpin == 0

Stuck open, xv = SO fout == fin
fpin == fpout
pout == pin
¬fpout → ¬fout

Stuck closed, xv = SCfout == 0
fin == 0
fpin == 0

Figure 2: Valve component model with modeled faults.

Figure 3: Topological depiction of a junction apart and junction together.

In the first relation below, we see that if we have an inflow in the upper or
lower pipe, we get an outflow in the pipe going out. We can also see that if we
have an open path to a drain from the pipe going out, both the pipes going in
have open paths to a drain. The relations for junction together are

fout == fupin ∨ fdownin ; fpupin == fpout

fpdownin == fpout; ¬fpout → ¬fout

3.2.3 Source

The source component provides a pressure of a gas (or fluid), see Figure 4. It
also provides a flow if there is an open path to a drain.

Figure 4: Topological depiction of a source.

The component model of the source has three variables; flow possible, flow
and pressure (fp, f , p). The source always has a pressure. In other words, the
variable p is true. The source provides a flow if there is an open path to a drain
i.e., the connection variable fp is true. Formulated as a relation, this becomes

f == fp; p == 1

The fp variable is set when we connect the source with other components.
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3.2.4 Drain

The drain is a component that releases gas (or fluid) from the system, see Figure
5. It can represent a tank or a rocket nozzle leading into open space.

Figure 5: Topological depiction of a drain.

The drain is modeled with three variables; flow possible, flow and pressure
(fp, f , p). The drain sets the flow possible to be true, fp == 1. We can ask
ourselves if the pressure variable should be true or false when we have an open
path from a source to a drain? This depends on which threshold is used when
measuring the flow. It also depends on what type of outlet we use. In the
examples in this report we assume that the outlet has some resistance, so p is
set to 1 if the drain has an open path to a source. In relations

fp == 1; ¬f → ¬p

The flow and pressure are set when the drain is connected to other components,
see the example in Section 3.3.

3.3 One Valve Example

We model a simple system consisting of one valve between a source and a drain,
see Figure 6.

s1 v1 d1

Figure 6: A valve connected to a source and a drain.

We call the relational model M̃ . We represent the state variable, of the
valve, with x and, as discussed in Section 3.2.1, the valve has four different
states. Two normal states (Op and Cl) and two fault states (SO and SC). We
have also a control signal u to open (Op) or close (Cl) the valve.

It is possible to place a sensor in many different places. We could place a
sensor after the source, before the valve, after the valve and before the drain.
At those places we can choose to measure flow or pressure. When we connect
the components, many of the flows and pressures will be equal as seen below.
In this example we measure the flow through the valve before the valve using
the variable fin,valve. To make clear that this is what we measure we call that
variable y.

We connect the valve to the source, as described in Section 3.1, with the
connection variables

fsource == fin,valve; psource == pin,valve; fpsource == fpin,source

and the connection between the valve and the drain is given by

fdrain == fout,valve; pdrain == pout,valve; fpdrain == fpout,source
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We can use the Project operator to cut out the interesting part of this model

M(x, u, y, x+) = Project {x, u, y, x+}. M̃

The visualization of one valve then becomes
M(x, u, y, x+) =

x u y x+

Op Op 1 Op, SO, SC
Op Cl 1 Cl, SO, SC
Cl Op 0 Op, SO, SC
Cl Cl 0 Cl, SO, SC
SO Cl 1 SO
SO Op 1 SO
SC Cl 0 SC
SC Op 0 SC

We can for example see that if the valve gets stuck in open position, then
regardless of the control signal, we have a flow and the valve will remain in
stuck open position.

3.4 Many Valves Example

In the situation of many valves the model becomes rather large and a visual-
ization of the whole model as an explicit table becomes impossible to overview.
However, it is possible to visualize parts of the model as a table, see further in
Section 4.2.
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4 Detection

The task here is to analyze if a certain fault can be detected. To our help we
can measure some variables. What we examine is whether there exist state and
input combinations for which the fault is detected. If such a combination exists,
we say that the fault is detectable. A simple example is whether we want to
test if a valve is stuck in closed position, and we measure the flow through it,
we can try to open the valve and see if we have flow.

The model is constructed according to Section 3. We collect all the states
in a vector x, the control signals in a vector u, the measurements in a vector y
and all the next states in a vector x+. The model is denoted M(x, u, y, x+).

The theory will be presented in Section 4.1. An example with a valve, a
source and a drain will be given in Section 4.2 and in Section 4.3 a larger
example with several valves will be presented.

4.1 Theory

First we need to introduce some assumptions. We assume that we have a single
fault scenario, that is, we have only one fault in the real system. We also assume
that this fault does not affect any state evolution.

To be able to analyze if a fault state is detectable, we must have a notion of
which states are normal states and which states are fault states. In the case of
a valve the fault states are SO and SC, and the normal states are subsequently
Op and Cl. We represent the normal states with

N(x) =
∧
xi∈x

(xi == Op ∨ xi == Cl)

We can now make a model of only the normal behavior

MN(x, u, y, x+) = M(x, u, y, x+) ∧N(x) ∧N(x+) (1)

It is also convenient to form the model of the i/o behavior. The i/o behavior,
i.e., how the output (measurement) depends on the current state and the inputs,
can be defined as

Mio(x, u, y) = ∃x+.M

and the i/o behavior of the model describing the normal behavior, MN as

Mio,N (x, u, y) = ∃x+.MN

For example, a fault state can be when a valve is in stuck open position xi = SO.
Let such a fault state be denoted fv, then we can form the i/o behavior when
the fault has occurred

Mio,fv(x, u, y) = Mio[xi 7→ fv] (= ∃xi.Mio(xwhere xi = fv, u, y)) (2)

We define ambivalent behavior, with respect to a specific fault, as when we
cannot separate the component being in a normal state from being in a fault
state. We assume that we know which state the system should be in and the
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input and output signals. The ambivalent behavior, with respect to the fault
fv, is

Afv (x, u, y) = Mio,fv (x, u, y) ∧Mio,N(x, u, y)

We can do a detectability analysis, that is, analyze if the fault is detectable by
comparing

Mfv (x, u, y, x+) = Afv (x, u, y) ∧MN(x, u, y, x+)

with

MN (x, u, y, x+)

If these two relations differ, there exists states where we can detect the fault,
otherwise the fault is non-detectable. We can also compute the states for which
they differ, that is, a way to detect the fault. This is done by

MD(x, u, y, x+) = MN (x, u, y, x+) ∧Mfv(x, u, y, x+)

Note that detectability is a property of the model, not of the real system.

4.2 One Valve Example

This is the same example as in Section 3.3. We have a model for this system
M(x, u, y, x+) =

x u y x+

Op Op 1 Op, SO, SC
Op Cl 1 Cl, SO, SC
Cl Op 0 Op, SO, SC
Cl Cl 0 Cl, SO, SC
SO Cl 1 SO
SO Op 1 SO
SC Cl 0 SC
SC Op 0 SC

The i/o behavior then becomes Mio(x, u, y) = ∃x+.M . We get the normal
behavior as in Equation (1)

MN(x, u, y, x+) = M(x, u, y, x+) ∧N(x) ∧N(x+) = (3)

x u y x+

Op Op 1 Op
Op Cl 1 Cl
Cl Op 0 Op
Cl Cl 0 Cl

We can also form the i/o behavior Mio,N (x, u, y) = ∃x+.MN and Mio,SO[x 7→
fv,SO]. This is a little special because we have only one state x, otherwise
xk, k 6= i would have remained in the relation. This gives
Mio,SO[x 7→ fv,SO] =
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u y
Cl 1
Op 1

The ambivalent behavior is
Afv,SO (x, u, y) = Mio,SO ∧Mio,N=

x u y
Op Op 1
Op Cl 1

and

Mfv,SO(x, u, y, x+) = MN (x, u, y, x+) ∧Afv,SO (x, u, y) = (4)

x u y x+

Op Op 1 Op
Op Cl 1 Cl

This makes the detectability test

MN(x, u, y, x+) ?= Mfv,SO(x, u, y, x+)

If this is true then fault fv,SO is non-detectable, which is not the case in this
example. Note that Mfv,SO is a subset of MN .

By comparing Equation (3) with Equation (4), we see that there exist states
for which the fault can be detected. The conclusion is that we can detect a valve
stuck open by measuring the flow, when the valve is supposed to be closed, which
is as could be expected.

4.3 Many Valves Example

s1

d1j1 j2

v1

v2

v4

j3 j4

v6

v7

v8
d2

v3

v5

j5

Figure 7: Simplified model of a spacecraft engine (Williams and Nayak, 1996).
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In this example we use a simplified model of a spacecraft engine (Williams and Nayak, 1996).
We have a source (propellant tank) connected to some valves and then a con-
nection to two drains (thrusters), see Figure 7. A simple example would be to
place a flow sensor at valve v3 and a flow sensor at valve v5.

With the same procedure as above we can investigate if the fault SO in a
valve is detectable. We can also investigate if the fault SC is detectable in the
same way. If this is done for all valves we get the result that we can detect
a fault regardless of which valve that is faulty and regardless of which fault it
is. Note that this assumes that we can manipulate the system freely. If this
assumption fails for an application it is easy to include constraints in allowed
manipulation. There is also possible get the exact configurations, for which a
specific fault can be detected.
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5 Isolation

The task is now to see if it is possible to isolate a certain fault from other faults.
We want to point out which fault has occured. For example, we have detected a
fault and we want to point out which valve should be replaced with a new one.
Could this isolation always be done regardless of which valve that is faulty?

We will present the theory in Section 5.1 and then two examples in Section
5.2 and 5.3.

5.1 Theory

We use the same assumptions as in Section 4. The procedure is to check if two
faults are isolatable and then go through all pair of faults we want to isolate
from each other. Let xi be one state variable, with fault state fi,k and let
the other state variable be xj , with fault state fj,l. We define Mio,fi,k(x, u, y)
and Mio,fj,l(x, u, y) in the same way as in Equation (2). Then we form the i/o
behavior for the two faults

Rfi,k(x, u, y) = Mio,fi,k ∧ ∃y.Mio,N

and

Rfj,l(x, u, y) = Mio,fj,k ∧ ∃y.Mio,N

If these two are equal then we cannot isolate the faults from each other. Note
that we have to go through all the faults that we are interested in and check
them against each other.

5.2 One Valve Example

We use the same model as in the example in Section 4.2. We have only two
possible faults. One, when the valve is stuck in open position, another when
the valve is stuck in closed position. The result is obviously that Rfi(x, u, y)
and Rfj (x, u, y) differ. We can isolate the fault valve stuck open from the fault
valve stuck closed. If the valve is stuck in open position, we have a flow and if
it is stuck in closed position we do not have a flow.

5.3 Many Valves Example

We use the same example as in Section 4.3. Let us say that we are constructing
this valve and pipe system. We have come to the point when it is time to place
the sensors. We want to do tests like: If we place the sensors at these points,
which faults can be isolated from each other and which can not. This question
can be answered with the procedure in Section 5.1.

For this example a test could be: If I place a flow sensor between v4 and d1
and another flow sensor between v5 and j3, which faults can be isolated?

The result is that we cannot isolate the valve v6 in stuck open position
from v7 in stuck open position. We also cannot isolate valve v5 in stuck closed
position from v8 in stuck closed position. The same is true for the other branch.
But even in this simple example we want to know for certain: Does this give all
faults we cannot isolate? This procedure gives the immediate result: Yes.
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Let us do another test. We start with the same sensor setup as in the
previous test, that is, a flow sensor between v4 and d1 and another flow sensor
between v5 and j3. Now we add a pressure sensor at j4. We look at the same
faults that we could not isolate in the previous test. Can we now separate the
fault in v6 from the fault in v7. From the procedure in Section 5.1 we get the
answer no. What about the faults in v5 and v8 respectively? Then the answer
is yes. When we get the answer, it is often intuitively easy to see that it is
correct, but it is much harder to do this quickly the other way around.

In this way this tool can help us when we are placing the sensors, because it
is fast and easy to test the isolatability of faults when we have a specific sensor
placement.
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6 Conclusions

We have shown a way to use discrete event dynamical system models for ana-
lyzing where to put sensors.

In the future much work has to be done to make a better user interface. We
lack, among other things, the ability to keep track of variables, saving models
and a lot more. We would also like a graphical user interface (GUI) for doing
all the connections between pipes, sources, drains and valves.
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